WORKSHOP Pro MSCA – Pimp your MSCA Proposal:
Intensive Proposal Workshop for Advanced Researchers to Apply for Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowships at TU Dresden

9th – 11th June 2020
location: TUD/ room tbd

Schedule

Day 1 – Tuesday, 9th June

09:00  Registration
09:15  Opening
Friederieke Noack, Head of Unit “Individual and Network Activities, European Project Center, TUD

09:45  Introduction Round – Getting to know each other and the expectations

10:15  Principles and Key Aspects of MSCA IF
Ines Schmidt, Project Manager, European Project Center, TUD

11:15  Coffee Break

11:30  Presentation of individual proposals – Part I (Poster Session)

12:30  Lunch Break

13:30  Presentation of individual proposals – Part II (Poster Session)

14:30  Coffee Break

14:45  MSCA-IF: Excellence
Dr. Anke Dürkoop, Project Manager, European Project Center, TUD

15:45  Welcome to Dresden!
Tatsiana Piliptsevich, Welcome Center Dresden (confirmed)

16:00  Wrap Up session

16:30  Meet the supervisor (individual organization by applicant and supervisor)

18:00  Guided City tour & Get together
**Day 2 – Wednesday, 10th June**

09:00 **MSCA-IF: Impact**  
Dr. Anke Dürkoop, *Project Manager, European Project Center, TUD*

10:00 **Market Place – Workshop Session “Impact” – Presentation** (10 min each)
- **Dresden Concept** (NN)
- **Training on Transferable Skills** (Dr. Katharina Ulbrich, Graduate Academy),
- **Open Data and Open Access** (NN, SLUB),
- **Exploitation and IPR** (NN, Transfer Office)

10:40 coffee break

11:00 **Market Place – Workshop Session “Impact” – Knowledge Café/Safari Format**

**Table 1:** “Training on Transferable Skills @ TUD”  
Dr. Katharina Ulbrich, *Graduate Academy, TUD*

**Table 2:** “Open Data and Open Access”  
*NN, SLUB, TUD (confirmed)*

**Table 3:** DRESDEN-concept – strengths and opportunities of the Dresden region  
*NN, DRESDEN-concept e.V. (tbc)*

**Table 4:** “Exploitation and IPR”  
*NN, Transfer Office, TUD (tbc)*

(participants move from table to table and engage in the discussions relevant to their proposal)

12:30 Lunch

13:15 **MSCA-IF: Implementation**  
Ines Schmidt, *Project Manager, European Project Center, TUD*

14:15 **Exercise “Develop your Work Plan”** (exercise and review session)

14:30 **A different glimpse on MSCA proposals**  
Dr. Tobias Bauer, *MSCA Evaluator (tbc)*

15:30 **Successful applicants @ TUD**  
Dr. Eszter Bartha, *European Fellow at Chair of Totalitarism Studies, TUD (confirmed)*  
Dr. Kenan Michel, *Global Fellow at Chair of Structural Design, TUD (confirmed)*  
(*15 min presentation, 15 min Q&A)*

16:30 **Wrap Up session**

*Meet the supervisor / Meet the EPC Project Manager / Work on your Work Plan*
**Day 3 – Thursday, 11th June**

09:00 **Intensive Review Session: Presentation of Work Plans and Discussion – Part I**  
Moderation: Friederieke Noack, European Project Center, TUD  
Review Panel: MSCA Evaluator Dr. Tobias Bauer and prospective supervisors of the participants

**Parallel:**

**Applicant’s review session: Presentation of Work Plans and Discussion – Part I**  
Moderation: Ines Schmidt, European Project Center, TUD  
Review Panel: MSCA applicants group according to self-evaluation guide

11:00 Coffee Break

11:15 **Intensive Review Session: Presentation of Work Plans and Discussion – Part II**  
Moderation: Friederieke Noack, European Project Center, TUD  
Review Panel: MSCA Evaluator Dr. Tobias Bauer & prospective supervisors of participants

**Parallel:**

**Applicant’s review session: Presentation of Work Plans and Discussion – Part II**  
Moderation: Ines Schmidt, European Project Center, TUD  
Review Panel: MSCA applicants group according to self-evaluation guide

13:15 Lunch Break

14:15 **Closing Session – Next steps until deadline – Question Time**  
Dr. Anke Dürkoop and Ines Schmidt, Project Manager, European Project Center, TUD

15:00 Close

*Meet the supervisor / Meet the EPC Project Manager / Work on your Work Plan*